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• This document (“Presentation”) and the information contained in it is being provided by Hague And London Oil B.V. (the “Company”).

• The information in this Presentation, which includes certain information drawn from public sources, does not purport to be comprehensive, and has 
not been independently verified and is liable to change. 

• No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by or on behalf of the Company or any of its shareholders, agents, advisers, officers, 
directors or employees, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information or opinions contained herein or in any revision of this 
document or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers and, save in the case of 
fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted (and all such liability is hereby excluded) for any such information or opinions. No responsibility is 
accepted by any of them for any errors, misstatements in or omissions from, this Presentation, nor for any direct or consequential loss howsoever 
arising from any use of, or reliance on, this Presentation or otherwise in connection with it.

• This Presentation and the information contained herein does not constitute or form any part of an offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any 
solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe or otherwise acquire, any shares in the Company in any jurisdiction, nor shall it, or any part of it, or 
the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract therefore. No reliance may be placed for any purpose 
whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in this document or on its completeness. Neither this Presentation nor any copy of this 
Presentation and the information contained therein should be distributed by recipients and, in particular, should not be

• This Presentation is being supplied to recipients solely for their information and at their request and may not be reproduced or redistributed, in 
whole or in part, to any other person, or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose.  

• Statements in this Presentation regarding the Company’s or its management’s intentions, beliefs or expectations, or that otherwise speak to future 
events, are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements may be identified by terminology including “could”, “may”, “will”, “should”, 
“expect”, “plan”, “except”, “project”, “estimate”, “predict”, “anticipate”, “believes”, “intends” and the negative of these terms or other comparable 
terminology. Such statements are based on the Company’s current expectations and involve a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions and 
should not be considered as guarantees of future performance. These statements include, without limitation, statements about the Company’s 
market opportunity, growth strategy, competition, expected exploration and development activities, future acquisitions and investments, the 
adequacy of the Company’s available cash resources and the availability of future cash resources. Future results and developments discussed in 
these statements (and in particular, but without limitation, on slide 23 of this Presentation) may also be affected by numerous factors and risks 
beyond the Company’s control, including political or economic conditions in areas where the Company operates, trade and regulatory matters, 
general economic conditions (including currency and commodity prices), and other factors and risks. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on these forward-looking statements. The Company does not undertake to update, revise or correct any of the forward-looking information.
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• Hague and London Oil BV (“HALO”) formed September 2012 by Andrew Cochran

• Registered in the Netherlands

• Primary office in The Hague and a representative office in London.

• Funded solely, and wholly owned, by the founder to date

• Was acquired by Wessex Exploration Plc in Novermber 2014:

• HALO shareholders will receive 25% of Wessex issued shares

• HALO will bring US$1 million of cash into new entity (from mgmt or “insiders”)

• Andrew Cochran and William Phelps of HALO join the Wessex Board

• The new entity will continue to trade on LSE (AIM) as WSX

• Name change, share consolidation and additional directors are planned

• HALO (or “insiders”) owns ca. 4% of Wessex already (ca. 29% post-deal)

A Brief Description of HALO



Progress Status

Corporate

Halo incorporated, headquartered in the Hague, office in London ✓ Dec 2012

Management team and board identified ✓Mar 2014

Appointment of advisors ✓Mar 2014

Strategic / portfolio

Wessex agrees terms for Philippines acquisition ✓Mar 2014

Green light for the Wessex transaction via AGM vote ✓May 2014

Completion of asset transfer from Trafigura ✓Oct 2014

Completion of the Wessex transaction ✓Nov 2014

Acquisitions of Mako Gas Discovery, Indonesia ✓Sep 2015
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A Brief History of HALO
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Current portfolio of interest (HALO)

Areas of Interest for New Ventures

50% SADR

1.104% French Guyana

15% SC54A (Philippines)

Current Portfolio and Areas of Interest

35% Bournemouth Bay (UK)

85% Duyung (Indonesia)



Portfolio Diversification
Small Company, Global Portfolio
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• In 2011, the first well drilled by Tullow in the 
licence successfully proved the twin Atlantic 
Basin concept by encountering 72m of net oil 
pay in 3 high quality reservoir intervals at the 
Zaedyus well.

• The Zaedyus-2 well commenced drilling in 
July 2012 and in December 2012 Tullow
announced that the well had not 
encountered commercial hydrocarbons. This 
was followed by similar results at Priodontes-1 
and Cebus-1.

• The Block has seen >7,000 km sq of 3D seismic acquired and 5 
wells have been drilled. The Northwest of the block remains 
undrilled. The partners are Shell (45% Op.), Tullow (27.5%), Total 
(25%), Northern (1.396 %) and Wessex (1.104%)

• The undrilled Northwest of the block is the next likely target for 
drilling. No drilling activity is currently planned for 2015 while the 
partners continue to assess the large, and unique, database.

• Zaedyus proved a working hydrocarbon but was difficult to 
appraise; the northwest of the block remains prospective for 
possible  drilling in 2016 and beyond.

French Guyana – South America

Western Atlantic Margin
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• High political risk due to overlapping claims but promising 
geology associated with deltaic system

• The Guelta Block overlaps a prospective area claimed by 
others; currently acquiring 3D & drilling in 4Q14

• Kosmos’ drilling to demonstrate any value in the disputed 
area

SADR – Northwest Africa

Eastern Atlantic Margin
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Bournemouth Bay, UK

• 35% operated interest in Blocks: 

98/7b, 97/8a and 98/12

• On trend with giant Wytch Farm field 

& surrounding the Bacton discovery

• Awarded as a “promote” license

• Seismic reprocessing is only 

commitment, already underway

• HALO and a consortium of 

adjacent operators are 

jointly reprocessing and 

interpreting all available 3D 

seismic

• PSDM being applied to 3D 

seismic processing

• Colter Prospect (in adjacent 

98/11) extends into HALO 

blocks; possibly to be drilled 

in 2016



Hague and London Oil Plc

Duyung Acquisition
Offshore Indonesia

September 2015
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Advantageous competitive position on a high potential market:

• Limited equities offering the UK market exposure to Asian energy market

• Experience and track-record of successful transactions

• Early visibility of opportunities in the market

• Good terms and near robust hydrocarbon consumers (oil or gas)

The Asian E&P market is highly active in terms of transactions in 2014:

• New players from Asia entering

• Sapura Kencana – Newfield Exploration(Malaysia)

• Cepsa (IPIC) – Coastal Energy (Thailand)

• Ophir Energy – Salamander Energy (Thailand)

• Fosun International – Roc Oil (Malaysia)

• Bangchak Petroleum – Nido Petroleum (Philippines)

• Nido Petroleum – Otto Energy (Philippines)

• Aggressive valuations to acquire regional upstream exposure in 2014

• $12-40/boe (2P) was paid

• $21.7/boe (2P) Average ($21.4/boe (2P) Mean) 2013-2014

• Philippines attracted some of the highest $/2P in SE Asia

Dynamics of the SE Asian Energy Market
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• Duyung PSC, Natuna Sea (Indonesia)

• PSC size 1673 km2 (= 8 UK Blocks)

• Water depths 60-100m

14

Duyung PSC

• Surrounded by West Natuna

Transport System (“WNTS”)

• Gas export pipeline to 

Singapore

• Also oil production 

facilities nearby
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• The supply gap in the Indonesian 

gas market is expected to widen 

significantly in the next decade with 

natural gas production 14% lower 

than its 2010 peak

• Electricity usage in Indonesia is 

expected to grow 200% from 2013-

2022 to 385TWh from 189TWh in 2013 
with energy consumption having 

already more than doubled over the 

last 16 years

Indonesian Gas Market

• As a result gas powered solutions are 

becoming highly desirable for a 

government facing a high reliance 

on coal for its power

Source:Wood Mackenzie

Source: PLN

• Recent domestic gas sales in Indonesia 

have been: US$6.0-9.45/mmbtu
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• The Natuna gas field holds total proven reserves of 

around 46Tcf with around 1.98Bcfd of production

• In 2014 Premier achieved approximately $16.8/mmscf

for delivered gas into Singapore, three times more 

than in Indonesia, which itself is desperately short of 

gas.

• First gas achieved by Premier in 2001 

across the WNTS pipeline from Singapore; 

a domestic swap agreement in 2014 

allowed volumes from Natuna into 

Singapore as well as the Indonesian 

domestic market

• Many discoveries at Natuna have proved 

uneconomic to develop meaning the 

area has been little explored over the last 

15 years

• Premier signed GSA1 in 1999, making the 

commercialization of the stranded gas cap at 

Anoa possible after discoveries by Agip in the 

1970’s and ventures by Exxon Mobil in the 1980’s

Natuna Sea – Significant Gas Basin
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• Shallow gas has often been ignored as companies pass through multiple 

accumulations and volumes while targeting deeper horizons

• Many are put off by the sometimes thin, unconsolidated, low pressure and sometimes 

dangerously high pressure accumulations 

• However volumes can be significant with multiple stacked reservoirs offering high 

volumes if a technical development solution can be reached

Shallow Gas – Conventional Resource

Technical Solutions to the Issues

• With a captive gas market shallow gas accumulations 

can be very profitable, however engineering solutions 

must be managed to avoid pitfalls

• Technological advances in sand screening using 

expandable technology in deviated commingled well 

designs have been used successfully, while also 

eliminating the need for intensive down hole 

components and surface equipment associated with 

gravel packs

• Reducing costs is also key with batch drilling and 

extensive screen selection processes important to 

avoiding remedial work especially in the case of 

plugged screens.

Shallow Natural Gas
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• The shallow gas plays seen in the Duyung PSC share 

some compelling analogues, in particular to A&B 

blocks on the Dutch shelf but also in the Gulf of 

Mexico, the Nile Delta and in Western Canada

• Chevron have undertaken extensive work on the 

largely ignored shallow, unconsolidated, low pressure 

packages offshore The Netherlands which hold 

valuable and attainable high methane gas

• Producing fields offshore the Netherlands show 

similar characteristics to the Duyung PSC prospects 

such as bright spot properties, seal integrity and 

column heights

• We believe the transfer of technical knowledge from 

these fields, e.g. the use of expandable screens for 

sand control and the use of early compression make 

shallow gas plays technically less challenging with an 

abundance of resource to go for

A&B Fields - Offshore Holland

Shallow Gas Analog
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Duyung PSC– Background

Mako Gas Field

• Existing Undeveloped Shallow Gas Field in Duyung PSC

• 3 wells & closely spaced 2D seismic

• Analogy with Netherlands AB-Blocks shallow gas development

• Halo staff have experience

• Costs have reduced

• 40% Contractor take

• 85% Working Interest

Exploration

• Appraisal is Primary Focus

• Additional, conventional upside

Data

• Mako Permeability and Flow data absent

• 2016 commitment well to appraise this

• Mako Seismic

• Mako: 2D seismic good enough to drill 2016 appraisal well

Analogy with Dutch fields – similar scale

1. Mako Indonesia Shallow Gas - GIIP 500-902Bcf RF 21-53%

2. AB Blocks Netherlands Shallow Gas - GIIP 650Bcf RF>50%
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• The West Natuna Basin is a structurally 
complex basin with four mega-sequences 
comprising of Upper Miocene, 
Middle/Upper Miocene, Lower Miocene 
and Oligocene

• Mako South-1X appraisal well proposed to test 
additional reserves in the south of the Mako
accumulation, to establish rock and fluid properties-
particularly permeability- and to investigate deeper 
potential

• The reference case recommend a phased 
development with 3 horizontal wells, recovering as 
low as17% of the 902Bcf GIIP using the WNTS 
pipeline to export gas to Singapore

• The Mako discovery was made in the 
northern part of the Duyung PSC by Lasmo

in 1993, showing distinctive amplitude bright 
response on 2D grid seismic completed in 
2009 by West Natuna Exploration

Duyung PSC – Natuna Sea

• Using data from three intersecting wells a reference case has 
identified a GIIP of 902Bcf



Hague and London Oil
Duyung Commercial Terms
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Favourable Terms

• Duyung PSC has extremely favorable terms for  natural gas exploitation with full 

cost recovery and 71.4%/28.6% share of profit gas for HALO and government 
respectively making the license very economic

• Contractor take is effectively ca. 40% post-tax for natural gas

• Profit share split on liquids produced is 64.3%/35.7% between government and 

HALO respectively (ca. 30% effective take post-tax)

• We anticipate an initial appraisal of the Mako-1 to reach TD @ 2,000 feet and 

cost approximately $10.75m not including DST 

• Water depths of 60-100m mean that development is relatively straightforward 

with surrounding Natuna Sea export infrastructure already in operation with 

excess capacity for further volumes

• Minimum economic gas price is ca. US$5/mmbtu for life of field. Recent 

domestic gas sales in Indonesia have been as high as $9.45/mmbtu

(MedcoEnergi/Kris Energy, Aceh (North Sumatra) Block A, January 2015).

Mako Field Economics
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• HALO will acquire 85% and the operatorship of the Duyung PSC with West 
Natuna Exploration Ltd (“WNEL”) retaining a 15% stake; there are no 

encumbrances in the PSC (those being absorbed by WNEL).

• HALO will immediately provide the partnership with $500,000 of working capital 

to acquire long-lead items for  drilling of the Mako South-1X; site-survey, well-

head, EIA, etc.

• HALO will carry WNEL for its net 15% working interest share of costs related to a 

maximum exploration program up to a gross cap of $10m, net to WNEL of $1.5m, 
as would be defined in the work programs and budgets

• The minimum work program is likely to be one appraisal well (Mako South-1X) 
though the partners may commit to more work. However, the carry is limited the 

drilling (& testing) of Mako South-1X (Capped at $10mm gross).

• HALO will preferentially recover all audited and approved costs expended on 

the Mako gas accumulation out of WNEL’s and HALO’s share of hydrocarbons 

produced including the historic cost pool (ca. $12mm gross).

• Following cost recovery from Mako, WNEL and HALO agree that all costs incurred 

and hydrocarbons produced from the license will be shared in accordance with 

the JOA on a net working interest basis.

Duyung Farm-In Terms
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• Hague and London Oil Plc 

(LON:HNL) announced the 

acquisition of 85% interest in 

Duyung, 23rd September 2015.

Duyung Announcement

• HNL shares closed up 137.74% 

from 6.63p to 15.75p on the day.

• Volume of shares traded was 

11.3mm shares, more than 40% of 

the company’s share capital



Hague and London Oil Plc
Why The Hague (& London)?
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• Access to quality Oil & Gas services
• Geology & Geophysical Consulting

• World Class Engineering

• Available Professional Staff

• Good Travel Access
• Schiphol is easier than Heathrow or Gatwick

• Rotterdam/The Hague for European Flights

• Hi-Speed Train to Paris (& London)

• Office Space is Available
• Rents are Low for Premium Offices

• IT Services are Good Value

• Public Transport is Effective

• Good Travel Access
• Schiphol is easier than Heathrow

• Rotterdam/The Hague for European Flights

• Hi-Speed Train to Paris (& London)

• Supportive City Government

The Hague
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• Capital Markets
• LSE is Best Exchange for International E&P

• Investment & Commercial Banking

• Institutional Investors & Analyst Community

• International Legal/Audit Services

• Peer Companies
• Vibrant Independent Oil & Gas scene

• Majors have Large Presence in UK

• National Oil Companies prefer to Meet in London

• Oil Trading Firms

• Events
• Full Calendar of Events

Industry Events

Investment Conferences

London


